This annotated bibliography provides a broad perspective on the way religion and communication relate to one another. Forty-two references are listed in the areas of (1) "Religion and Communication Theory"; (2) "Religion and Language"; (3) "Televangelism and Televangelists"; (4) "Historical Roots of Religion and Mass Communication"; (5) "Studies of Relationship between Religion and Mass Media Effects"; and (6) "Organizational and Small Group Communication and Religion." (MS)
Communication and religion intersect with one another in many different ways. We have not limited our attention to any one particular area but seek to provide a broad perspective on the way these two phenomena relate to one another. Beginning in the 1950's with the pioneering work of Nathan Scott, Amos Wilder, Paul Tillich, and Chad Walsh on religion/art/worship, the fields of communication and religious studies have come together in a diverse way to examine the communication dynamics of religion.

Religion and Communication Theory

Religion and Communication Theory

Media Development. The Journal of the World Association for Christian Communication, has published several issues examining communication from a religious and/or theological perspective. The following volumes are especially noteworthy: XXX (1), 1983: Philosophical Perspectives on Communication [articles focusing on the relation between religion and communication from different religious perspectives]; XXXI (3), 1984: Liturgy and Communication, [articles on the relationship between liturgy and television]; XXXI (1), 1984: Church Statements on Communication.

Duffy, Susan and Bernard K. Duffy. (1985). Communication Pathologies of Religious Totalism, Religious Humanism, 19, 181 - 185. This examination of Fundamentalist rhetoric suggests that it may be so isolated by its presuppositions that it cannot adapt to a hostile audience.

Jaberg, Gene and Louis G. Wargo, Jr. (1980). The Video Pencil: Cable Communications for Church and Community. Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America. Examines the potential of cable television for use in the parish; included are a theology of communication and practical suggestions for the use of cable television in the parish.


Soukup, Paul A. (1986). Thinking, Talking, and Trinitarian Theology: From Augustine to Aquinas on Communication. ED 279 043. Surveys the models of communication present in the writings of Augustine, Anselm, and Aquinas.


Religion and Language


Televangelism and Televangelists
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Johnston, Mic vel. (1986). The New Christian Right and the Powers of Television. ED 280 785. Argues that televangelism is best understood as a dialogue between communicators and audiences not as a few manipulating the many.


Historical Roots of Religion and Mass Communication


Reutzel, Douglas Ray. (1981). American Reading Instruction: Pre-Revolutionary Religious Influences. ED 211 969. Study traces the influence of religion from ancient Egypt to Pre-Revolutionary America on modern reading instruction.

**Studies of Relationship Between Religion and Mass Media Effects**


**Organizational and Small Group Communication and Religion**


Isenhart, Myra W. (1986). *Participative Management in a Theological Organization.* ED 278 058. Examines increased participation of students, faculty, and trustees in the management of a Roman Catholic Seminary exploring conditions preceding change as well as effects and implications.
